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“Never be afraid to laugh at
yourself, after all, you could be
missing out on the joke of the
century.”
-Dame Edna Everage

Dr. Mundo
Launches own
News Channel
By Big O ~ Daily Bull

In a startling example of how
otherworld politics and ideals
can spill into ours, the affamed
tank and damage sponge from
the popular Multiplayer Online
Battle Arena (MOBA) game
League of Legends (LoL) has
decided to launch his very
own news channel, labeled
BBC MUNDO. All Mundo, All
the time.
Many were shocked to find
out how easily he was able to
take control and start a news
organization. However, when
asked how he did it, he very
calmly noted: “Mundo run International Corporation as he
pleases!” Truly it is an astonishing realization that an otherworld entity could start up
such a large company so fast
in our dimension.
This means a whole hosty of intersting conflicts and problems
for us in our dimension. Could
other heroes get through and
arrive on our humble and small
world? Could the forces of
...see MUNDO on back
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We are back, and we want more fish.
By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

The Dolphins have returned to Earth. All nearly fished to extinction, and plastic
of humanity has been rejoicing and cel- trash islands of doom drift through their
ebrating over the long awaited return of once home polluting the waters in its
our fellow big
path.
brained species, the dolIt has only been
phins. For those
a few weeks
that do not
and the Dolremember, in
phin ambas1984 a famous
sadors have
writer Douglas
already made
Adams wrote
threats of leav“So long and
ing Earth again
thanks for all
due to the lack
the fish” (Hitchof fish for their
hiker ’s Guide
people. So, in
to the Galaxy)
a desperate atwhich was a
tempt to keep
completely
the Dolphins
The US Coast Guard asked MTU if their
nonfictional
as our allies (in
archery division could be housed on the
campus, and MTU administration refused.
and accurate
case the Axis
This decision has angered many students.
account as to
Powers rewhy and when the dolphins left Earth. group) the Obama Administration has
They had all left because they realized come up with a near-perfect solution.
that Earth would soon fall to its demise. The dolphins will be shipped to Lake
However, it has been over 25 years now Michigan to help our troops kill off the
and Earth is still standing (floating). With advancing Asian Carps. Ever since the
Earth still here (unless we are just in some carp infection has threatened the Great
kind of Matrix, which is more likely) so Lakes, the US Coast Guard has been
the dolphins have finally returned, ask- enlisting members of the RFA (RedNeck
ing for more fish. Sadly they returned to Fishing Association) to help kill off the
find their normal habitats on Earth in a advancing fish. The dolphins could help
state less than what they hoped. Their increase the numbers on our side of the
precious (my precious) fish have been
...see DOLPHIN INVASIONS on back

Does anyone remember what we
did Sunday night? Anyone?
...bueller?

The Steaming Pile

Awful Pickup Lines – with READER SUBMISSIONS!

Does this rag smell like
chloroform to you?

Wanna go whack my piñata?

Care to handle my lightsaber?

Did you fall from heaven? Because
your face is all fucked up.

How much does a
polar bear weigh?
Arrr would ye care to scrape the
barnacles off me rudder?
That shirt is very becoming on you,
but if I was on you I’d be coming
too.
Is there a mirror in your pocket? Because I can see myself in your pants.
Are you from Tennessee?
Cos you’re the only 10 I see!
Does heaven know you’re missing?
Hello. Sex.
I may not be Fred Flintstone, but I
can sure make the bed rock.
Arr would you like to see a man with
a real yard-arm?

Want to sit on my lap? We can talk
about the first thing to come up.
Baby, I know my math, and you
have one significant figure.
Prepare to be boarded!
Do you want to do math? Let’s add
a bed, subtract your clothes, divide
your legs, and multiply
So… you’re a girl, eh?
If you were my brother, incest
would be AWESOME.
Do you wear that dress so we can
tell you apart from the guys here?
Are you bioluminescent? Because
you light up my life.
Are you tired? Because you’ve
been running through my mind.
Continued on Back

... DOLPHIN INVASIONS from front.

war. “By joining the Dolphin Armies
with the RFA, we will be able to not
only keep the returning Dolphins feed,
but also tilt the scales in our direction
in the battle against invasive species.”
said Gregg Nophin, our cross species
relations ambassador.
Thousand of dolphins have been sent
to Lake Michigan, and are forming up
to help in the attacks against the carp.
(Currently building barracks across
the lake plains) To help the dolphins
Michigan Tech and all the colleges of
Michigan have been shipping teeth
sharpeners, jets (to increase the
dolphins speed) and head mounted
lasers.
Michigan Tech Engineers have also
been tasked with developing new
weapons that the Dolphins can use
to improve their attacking of the Asian
Carp. Anyone who is interested in this
or has any ideas for anti-carp weapons
can visit www.stopasiancarp.com (this
is an actual site). Currently, along with
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the weapons given to the dolphin
armies (now amounting to over 9000
dolphins) the harbors in Illinois have
been fortified with a ton (that is an
accurate measure) of defensive procedures. This includes: a super toxin
that will release into all of the Lakes
the moment a single carp crosses the
laser tripwire, sea mines that detonate
on the slightest touch, and a maze of
defense towers created by a ten year
old who plays a lot of Desktop Tower
Defense. The US Coast Guard and the
Dolphin Generals believe this should
be enough to kill back the advancing Carp, however in case things get
worse they have been talking with the
president about deploying nuclear or
bio/chemical based weapons to the
Chicago harbors (to kill off the invading
Asian Carp).
Writers Note: Fun fact I learned while
researching for this article (yes I researched for this): There is a Calumet
Harbor in Chicago, most likely a lost
tribe of the Calumet people here.

Sunshine’s Searcher:
Monopoly!
Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks
ATLANTIC ave
BALTIC ave
B AND O railroad
BANK
BATTLESHIP
BOARDWALK
BOOT
CANNON
CHANCE
COMMUNITY CHEST
CONNECTICUT ave
DEED
DICE
ELECTRIC company
FREE PARKING
HORSE
HOTEL
HOUSE
ILLINOIS ave
INDIANA ave
IRON
JAIL
KENTUCKY ave
LUXURY TAX
MARVIN GARDENS
MEDITERRANEAN ave
MONEY
MONOPOLY
MORTGAGE
NEW YORK ave
NORTH CAROLINA ave
ORIENTAL ave

PACIFIC ave
PARKER BROTHERS
PARK PLACE
PASS GO
PENNSYLVANIA ave
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD
RACECAR
RAILROAD
READING railroad
RENT
SACK OF MONEY
SCOTTIE DOG
SHORT LINE railroad
STATES ave
ST CHARLES PLACE
ST JAMES PLACE
TENNESSEE ave
THIMBLE
TOP HAT
TRADE
TRAIN
UTILITY
VENTNOR ave
VERMONT ave
VIRGINIA ave
WATER WORKS
WHEELBARROW
*Bonus: The book title I accidentally misspelled in last
week’s searcher*

The Pile! Pt. 2~

...MUNDO from front

Ionia or Zaun or even, forbid, Noxus
show up and conquer our world using
their heroes as arbiters of destruction?
Who truly knows. All that is known is
that Mundo is here, and Mundo goes
where he pleases - and right now, he
pleases to stay.

Would you like to see my most
significant digit?
Would you call 911 please?
I am going to fall hard.
I lost my teddy bear, will you sleep
with me?

On the bright side, BBC Mundo is here
to stay it seems, and it is currently employing a large number of humans from
our dimension to handle the workload
imposed upon them. Mundo even calls
each worker personally, to tell them that
he needs them to come in on Saturday.
In other news, there are startling and
conflicting reports of a gentlemanly
bean galavanting about in Old London.
He can be heard yelling at people to be
quiet, as well as an occasional Pip Pip
Cheerio and all that.

Are you going to kiss me or do i
have to lie to my diary?
I can suck a golf ball through 50 feet
of garden hose.

Do you want a fuck .... ing drink?

I told you you had a beautiful body,
would you hold it against me?

Is your name Google? Cos you’re
everything I’m searching for.

Your daddy must have been a baker,
‘cause you’ve got a nice set of buns.

I like your shoes, let’s fuck.

Do you work at Subway? `Cause
you give me a footlong.

Do you have a bandaid? Because I
scraped my knee falling for you.

Honestly, would you argue with
your boss if he looked like this?
Especially considering his history...

Oh, those are shoulder blades? I
thought they were wings...

Are you good at math? Is 69 a
perfect square?

Do you live on a chicken farm? You
sure know how to raise cocks.

Have we had sex? *No* Wanna?

Bond. James Bond.

Ever played leap frog naked?

